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1. What Vision tells us about Language... and vice versa
It is usually assumed (and supported by empirical evidence) that high
cognitive processes (such as language processing, object recognition,
movement planning etc.) are quite distinct “computational devices” able to
deal with specific features of the sensorial inputs and to transform them,
during a (partially parallel and distributed) sequential, pathway-driven
processing, from the peripheral neural system to various locations onto the
brain cortex and vice versa (Kandel and al. 1991). The assumption of this
work, nonetheless, is that evaluating from a speculative perspective whether
or not linguistic and visual competence (Vs. performance, Chomsky 1957)
share some abstract property, that we might ultimately describe at some
symbolic computational (heuristic) level, is not unfruitful at all: in fact, what
the linguists call structure building operations (i.e. Merge, Move) in the recent
linguistic framework (the Minimalist Program, Chomsky 1995-2005) and some
constraint on the applicability of these operations (locality, derivation by
phase Chomsky 2005) are empirically adequate to describe at a very
abstract functional level linguistic as well as visual competence much as in
Marr (1982) original intuition. This inquiry seems to be especially tenable if we
consider a directionality shift: especially Move should operate Top-Down,
against standard Minimalist assumptions (Chomsky 1995-2005) that assume
that structure building operations strictly operate from bottom to top.
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2. Objects, structures, dependencies and constraints
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3. A collection of NonNon-Local Dependencies in Language and Vision
Natural languages can express in a variety of ways non-local dependencies
among different constituents (phrases, pronouns, empty elements):
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(4) a. [X What ]i do you think [Y _ ]i ?
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b. [X John ]i gave [Y his ]i picture to Mary
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c. John [X bought the book]i and Mary did too [Y _ ]i (ellipsis)
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This (non exhaustive) list isolates a relevant set of linguistic phenomena in
which an element X guards crucial features for the “interpretation” of a
distant (i.e. non-linearly adjacent) pronominal/empty object Y (indices
express this “binding” relation).
Interestingly enough, in vision something fairly similar can be described at an
abstract symbolic level: an occulted corner (3.a) is interpreted as (3.a')
rather than (3.a''); this fact could be described simply in terms of “local
coherence” (two straight convergent lines are supposed to joint at some
point forming the hidden corner, cf. Hoffman 1998).

It is however empirically implausible to assume that only local constraints contribute to the description of hidden features/constituents: (3.b) can be easily
misinterpreted as (3.b') (the same gray square is present both in (3.a) and in (3.b)), while this is much more difficult in (3.b'') where a single feature (an
unambiguous straight corner) disambiguate all other hidden corners (even the opposite, non-adjacent, one). This “non-local” relation is maybe more clear in
contexts where some sort of “pronominal binding” is realized (i.e. the element to be interpreted is not fully occluded, but simply “ambiguous”): the
convexity/concavity feature on the corner in (3.c) can be disambiguated depending on the “context” (the closure side determines the convexity). This is a
property of the whole figure indeed, not only of the local geometry of the sides next to the corner as shown in (3.c'''). Finally, simplicity (e.g. symmetry, Palmer
1999) cannot be the whole story since familiar shapes, as a Fiat 500, can hardly be interpreted as (3.d''') when a part of the picture is occulted (3.d).

4. The parallelism, in a nutshell
In sum, in vision (and language) a hidden part of an object (an empty element or trace) can be interpreted (or
reconstructed) depending on the visible features (already pronounced/linearized words) that enter in a relevant structural
configuration with the hidden part (as in movement or ellipsis), triggering a clear expectation for a whole object (a
grammatical sentence); on the other hand, a visible ambiguous part of an object (an element with some underspecified
features, like a pronominal form) can be interpreted differently (underspecified features can be valued) depending on the
structural configuration of the features in the picture (e.g. pronominal binding in the C-commanding domain, Chomsky
1981). Examples like (3) tell us that the interpretation of an incomplete element (either hidden or ambiguous with respect
to some feature) is triggered essentially by two factors:
a. the perception of a missing/incomplete element/feature in order to fulfill the status of “well-formed/complete object”;
b. the presence of an active pattern perceived as structurally compatible with the incomplete element.
Notice that it is b that triggers the expectation for a; once this expectation is expressed, the active pattern(s) provide
features to fulfill this requirement (cf. Adaptive Resonance Theory, Carpenter and Grossberg 1994). In language, we can
interpret movement (2.a) in terms of expectation and active patterns: selection features (e.g. thematic roles of a verb)
cause expectations that force the inspection of the active pattern(s) (i.e. already processed unselected constituents).
These expectations are crucially triggered Top-Down since, sequentially speaking, the containing constituent (i.e. the
verbal constituent in (4.a)) has to be generated/processed after the active pattern (that is the wh- initial element). Both in
vision and language, we can think of active patterns as elements present in an accessible memory (e.g. short-term
memory in physiological terms, L(ast)I(n)F(irst)O(ut) memory in computational terms, Chesi 2004). Since only “structurally
compatible” items can fulfill a certain expectation, we should assume that only specific elements occupy this accessible
memory (e.g. thematically unmarked arguments). In (3.a-b) the square hypothesis is activated by the “active” complete
corner(s), while in (4.a) the compatibility with a full sentence hypothesis employs the active “what” as a missing argument.
In conclusion, a Top-Down movement operation in language seems to find an interestingly plausible correlate in vision,
then it is potentially more adequate in explanatory terms than the standard bottom-to-top counterpart (Chomsky 1995), at
par with empirical adequacy (Chesi 2004).
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